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Menu of Ideas 

Welcome 
(Headspace and containment) 

Welcome - group contract, confidentiality 
Follow your baby's preferences and needs 
This group will honour their preferences and wishes. 
We practice things in this group but the best stuff happens at home or when 
your child is in the mood. 

Hello - beginning the group clearly 
Hello song (tune of football crazy) 
Hello Debi, hello Archie, hello (next grown-up) 
It's great to see you here (continue round - all names in) 

Circle Time 
(Headspace and containment) 

• lnsy winsy spider (sing-song rhyme - nice for non-singers)
• Round and round the garden
• The grand old duke of York
• The wheels on the bus
• Row, row, row your boat
• Humpty dumpty sat on a wall
• If you're happy and you know it, clap your hands
• 

• Other traditional songs of childhood including other cultures and languages

 Breathing and Regulation

(Regulation and Relaxation)  

• Count to 3 to breathe in, hold for 3, out for 3 (increase to 6, 9 and 12)
• Hands on ribs - now practice breathing and see if you can make your hands
move out and in
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• Sitting on the floor - sway to left and hold, sway to right and hold then find
your centre - imagine that a silken thread is pulling you up just a little through
the very top of your head and you can feel the centre line right through your
body and into the floor
• Take some deep breaths - now gently rotate both shoulders forward, up,
back and down in a circle - repeat very slowly
• Take some deep breaths - rotate both shoulders back, down, forward and
up - very slowly - notice any tension

Watching and Wondering 
(Head, Heart and Hands) 

Quiet music on in background as a container - recommend using phone and 
blue-tooth speaker or docking station 
• Offer a basket of small pieces of fabric (t-towels, j-cloths, pillow cases, etc)
invite parents to explore them with babies - ask grown-ups to watch and
focus on their baby, notice if they think about anything else and bring their
attention back to their baby
• Offer a bag of small "sensory" bottles - recycled bottles filled with water and
glitter, sequins, tinsel etc etc - ask grow-ups to watch their babies carefully
for what they are feeling - try to feel that feeling with them - understand it
from their point-of-view.
• Offer a basket of quiet home-made shakers - bottles, boxes filled with
gravel or things which make a quiet noise. This time ask grown-ups to try
actions to let their babies know that they understand their wishes and
desires. A nod to let them know that you understand - changing their position
if you realise that they are uncomfortable - a gentle touch to reassure them -
a reflective word such as "you like the shaker up high!"
• Other ideas for exploratory movement play: tummy time for older babies
with suitable toys within reach and grasp
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Loving Touch 
(Head, Heart and Hands) 

Always ask permission from baby and offer spare soft baby dolls if babies are 
asleep or not in the mood. 
• baby strokes
• Massage stories - butterfly story, going on a bear hunt, making bread,
different types of weather

A "Gift" or "Bag of Ideas" 
(Developmental Knowledge) 

A creative "gift" for parent/carer and toddler - educational or therapeutic -
for example, poem, information about attachment, storybook, candle to light, 
affirmation, etc. 

Things to make: 
• sensory bottles (take a small funnel - grown ups add water at home!!) -
things to put in them eg. glitter, sequins, stones, beads, buttons, paperclips,
rice - tape lid on firmly)
• memory book - ask parents to bring pictures in of their babies and the
things they love (also provide magazines, brochures to cut out pictures),
stickers etc, make a simple folded book together - baby's name on the front
•Song book of the group's favourite songs - decorate
• Using a postcard-sized card, make a name plate of baby's name and frame
to make a doorplate

Creative Relaxation 
• Tree of life script - example relaxation to use
• Other relaxation stories that suit the group
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